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Before we begin. I want to remind you that the presentation this morning 
contains forward-looking information and actual results could be different as 
a result of many factors - which are noted on this slide, 
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Cold Lake - Technology in Action 

AEUB applkatlon Rled 
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Imperial has been a leader in the development of much of the technology 
that has underpinned the Commercial development of Canada's vast oil- 
sands resource. 

The circles at the top of this chart highlight the numerous technology 
advances that we have made at Cold Lake since the 1960s. Imperial 
invested over $250 million on research and technology development before 
the start-up of the Cold Lake commercial project in 1985. Many of you may 
not know that Imperial invented and held patents on both cyclic steam 
stimulation (CSS) and steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD). 

Our ongoing commitment to technology is unwavering. Our most recent 
success is a process we successfully patented in 2005. This invention 
enhances CSS performance through the addition of diluent with the 
steam. As a result, we will increase recovely in areas already developed, 
using existing wells, facilities and infrastructure. We have piloted this 
process since 2002 and an application will be filed with the AEUB for a 
larger-scale implementation of the technology later this quarter, with field 
staTt-up occurring in 2007. 

In June we filed a pilot application with the AEUB for another recovely 
process. This new recovery process (shown in the schematic on the lower 
right) enhances the performance of SAGD through the addition ofdiluent 
with the steam. Drilling of two well pairs required for the pilot is to occur in 
early 2007, once the pilot application has been approved by the AEUB. 

This sustained commitment to development of technology is a unique 
competitive advantage for Imperial Oil. 
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Cold Lake - A  Premier In Situ Asset 
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Imperial's wholly-owned Cold Lake project is a world-class asset and the 
premier in-situ asset in the oil sands. It produces as much as all other 
thermal in-situ oil-sands projects combined. 

As you can see from the graph on this slide, baumen production at Cold 
Lake has increased significantly since our first pilots in the 1960s. to the 
current production level of over 150,000 barrels-per-day. We have taken a 
deliberate, phased approach to deveioping this high-quality asset - bringing 
production on in stages to incorporate advances in technology into new 
production phases. 

Across the top of the graph in red, I have listed the changes in bitumen 
recovew factor over the last 20 Years. The increase from 13% to 30+% is a 
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Looking forward 

Near term development at Cold Lake is focused on developing the 
"northern extension" of our approved development area. 

The Cold Lake lease area (shown as the dashed black line on the map) is 
about 300 square miles. The approved development area shown as the 
solid black line is about 140 square miies and we are currently active in 
about half of that. 

Our efforts to the end of the decade are to develop the area shown in red, 
one of the new areas which we received regulatoly approval for in 
2004. Over the next five years, we plan to develop 10 new pads in this 
area. The first investments were made in 2005 with the drilling of two new 
pads in the southerly part of this area -- we are just completing construction 
of the surface facilities and will begin steaming these pads in the next few 
months. 

This development is another example of our commitment to continuous 
improvement through application of new technology at Cold Lake; 

The well design and layout in this development has been 
customized to optimize resource access. 
Looking at the illustration in the bottom right of this slide, you can 
see that these new 'mega' pads use horizontal as well as vertical 
wells. One pad can now access the same resource as three 
standard Cold Lake pads, which reduces the overall capital required 
for this development, as well as the surface footprint. 
For successful thermal operations, it is essential to control the 
steam distribution in a horizontal well to achieve optimal production 
results. Imperial has developed a patented completion technique 
with a special designed wellbore assembly to achieve this objective. 

Finally, 1111 draw your attention to the black rectangle directly to the east of 
our northern extension area. This is the next section of the Cold Lake lease 
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that we will develop. We have a team in place evaluating the most 
economic options to bring this part of the Cold Lake lease into production 
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Syncrude 
A long4ife. high qualdy mining resource 
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Turning to mining 

Imperial is a founding member of the Syncrude consortium established in 
1964 and remains the operation’s second-largest owner, holding a 25 
percent interest. 

Syncrude is the largest oil-sands operation in the world, with a resource 
base to support decades of production. Annual production from Syncrude 
has steadily increased since its start-up 25 years ago. 

The recently completed Stage 3 expansion included the addition of a third, 
100,000 barrel-a-day coker. As a result, site production will ultimately 
increase by about 40 percent. As well, the quality of the entire synthetic 
crude output will be improved to capture higher realizations. 

The expansion project was completed and started up on May 6: but 
unfortunately had to be brought down on May 18 to deal with a persistent 
odour problem associated the Start-up of the new Flue Gas 
Desulphurization unit 

Syncrude has been working with experts from ExxonMobil to resolve this 
unexpected problem, and the current expectation is that the underlying 
problem will be rectified and the new coker brought back on line later this 
month. 

@h.”idM 

Kearl Oil Sands Project 

Let me turn now to Kearl, a proposed bitumen mining project in Fort 
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McMurray 

Imperial owns a roughly 70 percent interest and is operator of the project. 
The remaining 30 percent is held by ExxonMobil Canada. 

The Kearl leases hoid sufficient bitumen to support a 300,000 barrel-a-day 
mine for more than 40 years We plan to develop the Kearl project in 
phases with the initial phase sized at 100,000 barrels-per-day, and two 
subsequent phases to follow. 

To date, we have completed conceptual engineering and process selection 
for the project. 

The regulatory application was filed in July 2005. We were notified last 
month that a joint provinciallfederal panel will conduct the hearings for the 
Kearl project. and we expect public hearings to begin this fall with a 
regulatory decision about the end of this year. 

@imp&do, 

Kearl - "Bigger and Better" is Best 
Imperial participates in t o p 4 i  mining projects 
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Kearl is arguably the best undeveloped resource in the Athabasca region -- 
and with apologies to our wnference host, while "bigger is bene? in some 
circles, for Kearl, a bigger resource combined with a better quality is best 
for development. 

This chart plots projects based on the relative size and quality of the 
bitumen resource. 

The "x" axis plots '7V to BIP" (total volume to bitumen in place) - a key 
quality metric for mineable oil sands. This measures the total volume that 
has to be mined -- overburden plus ore -- relative to the amount of bitumen- 
in-place. Low numbers are better. Less material is handled for each barrel 
of bitumen produced, so there is a natural operating expense advantage for 
a mine. 

The '"y" axis plots recoverable resource. The "sweet spor on this graph is 
the upper lefl hand corner indicating high quality and large recoverable 
resource. 

The red circles represent industry projects - both producing and proposed. 
The blue symbols represent the projects that Imperial is participating in - 
you can see that Syncrude and Kearl are both high quality projects and 
Kearl is the best of the bunch. 

For the entire Kearl mine -all three phases -- n/ to BIP is 7.8. The 
cambination of the high quality of the Kearl resource on the site and large 
resource size - 4.6 billion barrels -- is a significant economic advantage fot 
development of this project. 

I'd like to add that aithough the current mine plan filed in our regulatory 
application for Kearl is 4.6 billion barrels of recoverable bitumen, total 
bitumen-in-place on the Kead leases is over 13 billion barrels. 
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A final point on Kearl related to how we will market the bitumen. 

For the first phase of Kearl. we plan to market the bitumen as a blended 
heavy or sour crude, selling into the increasingly expanding North American 
markets for Canadian heavies. Marketing plans for volumes from additional 
phases are being deveioped. 

Our assessment is that the most economic approach for the first 100,000 
barrels-per-day phase of Keari bitumen is to market to existing upgrading 
faciiities. 

Imperial refineries already process a signficant amount of heavy crude oil 
and we will advance low-cast expansions to take more. But. more broadly. 
we expect that there will be additional heavy crude capacity in the markets 
we currently sell into. 

For capital-intensive industries, the most attractive investment is 
incremental expansion, or "creep"-- and this is especially true for the 
refining business. 

The blue bars on this chart illustrate current coking capacity, expressed in 
thousands of barrels of Heavy Crude Equivalent - over 7.5 million barrels 
per day in the North American market 

Modest creep shown in the blue hatched bar of only two percent a year will 
yield an additional 1.7 million barrels per day of capacity by 2015. In 
addition, there are proposed upgrading projects in Canada, shown in the 
red checkered bar - either stand-alone or with dedicated bitumen supply - 
that could deliver an additional two million barrels per day of capacity by 
2015. 

We'll continue to evaluate upgrading facilities at our Edmonton refinely. But 
a decision to do so will not be made until we're convinced that this capital 
investment will be profitable. competitive and yield attractive returns for our 
shareholders 
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Oil Sands Production Outlook 
Success case doubles oil sands prodduction by 2015 
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This chart illustrates the potential impact of Imperiak oil sands resource 
porffolio on future production. The successful development of the Kearl 
resource along with continued selective investments at Syncrude and Cold 
Lake, could lead to doubling of Imperial's production from the oil sands by 
2015. 
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A Leader in Canada's Oil Sands 
*Pioneer in mC development of Canada's oil sands 

*Leader in 011 sands research 

*Significant current position - potentkt for hdure growth 

- cdd Lake 

. Syncrude expansion propcts 

- Kearl minihg projecl 

-Undeveloped oil rands assds 

Let me close with a summary of the key points that I feel distinguish 
Imperial Oil as a leader in the development of oil sands. 

We have been a pioneer in the development of oil sands -with extensive 
operating experience and knowledge. Our continued wmmitment to 
research and technology development will provide us with the key to 
continued economic and responsible development of oil-sands resources 

We hold a significant position in the 011 sands resource -- with highquality 
assets like Cold Lake -- and are well positioned for continued future growth 
in both in-si& operations as well as mining. 

Thank you for your attention 

For more information: 
For more detailed investor information, or to receive annual and interim 
reports, please contact 

Susan Swan 
Manager, Investor Relations 
Imperial Oil Limited 
237 Fourth Avenue S.W. 
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Calgary Albetta TZP 3M9 
Emaii: susan.b.swan@esso.ca 
Phone: (403) 237-4537 

Cowiioht 2006 ImDerial Oil Limned hll riahis resewed 
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Exxon Mobil Corporation and China 
Petroleum andchemical 
Corporation Expand Strategic 
Alliance. 
PUbliCatiOn Busiiesi Niis 
Date Monday September I 1  2000 
sutqect Pel'oleum ind"svy, PelToleurr 
Company: C+#na National ?e;~aleur C0.p , Exxan China Pelroleurn an3 
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Business Editors 

IRVING, Texas--(BuSlNESS mRE)--Sept. 11, 2000 

ExxonMobil (Guangdong) m g . ~ !  & Petrochemical Company. 

Limited, a subsidiary of Emon Mobil Corporation (NYSE:XOM), and 

China Petioleurn and Chemical Coiporation (Sinopec) announced today 

that they have entered into an agreement that will significantly increase 

EUOnMObillS presence in China and strengthen 

~~ 

the cooperation between the M i  by Google 

pQirolQ!4!lLl""estms"t two companies. 
Oil2 is H8stortcally Succeriful InHigh Pmflf. View 
Our Track Recam! 
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Under this agreement. the hyo companies will jointly study the 

development of the following major manufacturing and excluSive fuels 

marketing :ointventwes in Guangdong Province. The refinery at the 

GUangzhOU Petmchemical Complex in Guangdong Province wiii be 

evaluated for expansion Of up to twice its present 150,000 barrel-per-day 

capacity Similarly, existing petrochemical fxlities will be evaluated and 

development ofa world-class petrochemical complex will be Studied. The 

two companies will also evaluate a fuels marketing joint venture in 

Guangdong Province that could result in the development d up to 500 

Service stations within three yean following the venture formation. 

In addition, government approval is expected imminently for the Fujian 
1 2 3 Next Page b 
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Sriracha Refinery, Thailand 
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Worldwide 

Our Brands Your Industry Search for 

OJr Company 

Our Activities ESSO Sriracha Refinery Prepares for the new m llennium 

Downstream 
Chemicals 

Financial Highlights 
> ACTIONS & RESULTS 
> NEWS ROOM 

k w  iefininiunit to raise its capacity io 35 000 bpd. The capacity 
expansion was completed in 1971. Due 10 increasing demand, the refinery 
crept its capacity to 45,000 bpd By 1975. 

In 1985. its capacity was raised to 53.000 bpd Later, the government 
More About the Siiracha > JOBS & CAREERS 

> INVESTOR INFORMATION 
approved ESSO'S two-phase plan in 1951 to boost the nameplate capacity 
to 145,000 bpd 

At present. the refinery can refine 170,000 barrels of crude oil per day to 
sene the Thai oil market. 

In 1998. ESSO began construction of the Thailand Ammaiics Recover 
Project ( TARP) worth 16,000 milihan baht at the Siiracha refinery Site. 
Construction of the aromatics piant completed in 1959 Following 
completion. the pianrs Operation has been integrated into the refinery. 
This state-of-the-ait aromatics piant wiil annually produce 350,000 tons of 
paraxyiene. 

The Thailand Aromatics Recovery Proieci succeeded in many aspects 
Stailing from cost management. quality Of the work and safety 
performance. The project is a successful story of the cooperation between 
ExuonMobii's petroleum and chemicals businesses 

ESSO Sriracha Refinery's main units r e :  

Atmospheric Pipestills (APS ) distili crude oil into 
vamus kinds of products. There are two 

atmospheric pipestills ~ the fist one has capacity of 

The Main Units 

Continuous Catalytic Regenaration and Reformers (CCR ) conveit 
low-octane fuels into high-octane fuels for production Of vmous grades of 
unleaded gasaiine The unit consists of a 9,000 bpd. Powerformer and a 
20,000 bpd continuous catalytic reformer. 

Environmental 
CDntact us 
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Singapore Refinery 

740 ernployee~ 

Total throughput: 
Jumng - 309.0i13 barreis per day of crude oil 
JWW ISland !PAC) - 296,000 barrel5 per day of crude oll 

Key features: 
Can handle a wide range of crudes and Operate at different rates 
of 'ked'' in Order to meet different requirements. 

Key markets: 
Supplies PetloieUm products to ihe Asia Pacific region. With 
products also sold locally. and delivered to "third pafiles'' ie 
independent oil traders and national oil companies Who acquire 
crude oil, ship it to Singapore for refining and market the product 
themselves 

. Products 
15 grades of gasoline 
10 grades O f  jet I diesei 

5 grades of he1 oil 
10 grades of chemicai~ 

. Total size i land area: 
Juiony ~ 2,000,000 sq m 
Jumng islaid (PAC] - 3,187,972 sq m (including foieehoie and ail 
berlhsl 

. Date completed 
1965 - Jurmg 
1971 - Jurmg Island (PAC) 

Toread our brochuPe.- 

D2033 2008 Exxan Ms?ll Corporation All RQhtr Reserved 
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PROPOSED PROIECT SCOPE 

Petroleum Export Pipeline 

The petroleum export pipcline will run approrimateh . .. .. 
1150 kilometres from Strathcona County, Alberta (west of 
Bruderheim) to a new marine terminal ti) be sited at 
Kitiniat, Bribsh Columbia 

The pipeline is being drsigncd for throughput lev& 
above 4Q0,OOO barrels of oil per day on avcragc and will 
measure 762 mm or 914 mm (30 or 36 inches) in diameter. 

Condensate Import Pipeline 

0 The condcnsate import pipcline would run approximately 
1150 lulometres from a new marine tcrminal. sited at 
Kitimat, British Columbia to Strathcona County, Alberta 
(west of Bruderheim). 

0 The pipelinc is being designed for throughput lrvels 
above 150,000 barrels of condensate per day on average and 
wouldmeamre 508 mm (20 inches). 

0 Gxidsnsate is a prtrdcum product used in oil refining 
and to dilute hea\?r oil for easier transport by pipeline. 

Marine Terminal 

0 Enbridge is proposing to build a marine tank terminal 
at Kitimat, British Columbia to senice both pipelines. 

0 Certified ocean marine tankcrs will br uscd to either 
import condensate product or export petrolcum product 
from the propnsd marine terminal. 

Anticipated Timeline 

0 2006, EnbIidge will continiir dctailcd ficld stndies. 
aboriginal cngagement and public consultation to support 
a regulatory application for this project. 

0 Enhridgc will iontinne to work towards dehirivr 
long-term agrcemenrs to ensure commercial feasibility 
fbr thc projcct. 

0 Pending commercial agreements, Enbridge is targeting 
to filc it, rcguhtory application will, llic Xatiwml E n e r L ~  
Board in 2006. 

0 Subject to regulatory approval, construction ofthe 
project is scheduled to begin in 2008 with a completion 
date of2010. 





Creating Economic and Social Opportunities 

The construction and operation of the Enhtidge Gateway 
Project will deliver economic and social benefits to local 
communities in Alberta and British Columbia. Should 
the project receive regulatory approval, it is expected to 
create thousands of c&rucuoii-johs during the pe& 
construction period, anticipated to occur between 2008 
and 2010. We expect o\.erk5 long~rerm employee jobs 
focused on pipeline and related facilities operations once ._  
construction is complete. 

We are committed to working with Stakeholders to 
cnsure local individuals, communities and businesses 
have ai opportunity to henetit from this project. 

Building Relationships, Building Confidence 

At Enbridge we take pride in OUI long-standing reputation 
as a good neighbour and socially responsible corporation. 

We are committed to meaningful discussion with 
stakeholder communities as well as First Nations and 
iMttis in Alberta and British Columbia. We are also 
committed to consnucdng and operating the Enbridge 
Gateway Project to the highest practical environmental 
and safety standards. 

We‘re Listening to our Communities and Stakeholders 

Over the past three years we’ve been meeting with 
communides, First Nations, Mktis, interest groups and 
governments. This dialogue has been considered in the 
preliminary project design with the goal of mitigating 
environmental impacts, including those on wildlife and 
traditional land uses. 

We have conducted preliminary environmental analysis 
of the proiect and haw incomorated this analysis in the . ,  
preliminary project design and general project route 
As we beein the detailed environmental studies and - 
stakeholder consultation required for regulatory 
application, we will work fo identify and mitigate 
potential impacts of the project. 
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China's investment in Canada's oil sands projects form a vital piece of the 
country's energy security strategy for years t o  come and wil l help meet the 
country's increasing energy needs, Zhang Yuqing, deputy director-general of  
the energy bureau within China's powerful National Development and 
Reform Commission, said Thursday. 

State-owned offshore oil producer CNOOC Ltd has taken a 16.69% stake in 
privately-owned Canada-based MEG Energy, and the C$lSO million ($135 
million) acquisition is expected to  help pave the way for further investment 
by the Chinese oil major in Canada's huge oil sands resources. Calgary- 
based MEG Energy owns oil sand leases covering 32,900 acres in Alberta. 

Alberta's huge oil sands deposits make up the vast bulk of Canada's total 
proven crude reserves. It has established oil sands reserves of 178 billion 
barrels, including 4 billion barrels of cumulative production, the vice 
president of Canadian energy research institute, said Marwan Masri, 
speaking a t  the same China-Canada energy cooperation conference. as 
Zhang. The remaining reserves are 174 billion barrels. "By 2020, oil sands 
production is estimated to reach 3 million barrels per day," he said. 

EXPENSIVE UP-FRONT INVESTMENT 

However, oil sands production techniques are expensive for now, and need a 
high market price environment to  make any investment worthwhile, industry 
sources said on the sidelines of the Beijing conference. 

Production methods include sophisticated mining and extraction approaches 
like steam stimulation, and steam-assisted gravity drainage. Developing 
nuclear energy to  generate enough power to  pump steam into the grounds 
to  extract the oil sands has been considered as part of long-term projects. 

Oil sands are gritty deposits of tar-l ike bitumen, and Canada's deposits are 
now recognized as the biggest source of  crude oil outside Saudi Arabia. 

Extracting and processing sticky bitumen is much more expensive than 
producing and refining conventional crude, but global supply concerns have 
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pushed western crude benchmarks to  about $70 a barrel and made bitumen 
projects more economically viable, industry players said a t  the conference. 

China's other two state-owned oil giants, Sinopec and China National 
Petroleum Corp, have also taken interests in oil sands projects in Canada. 

CNPC's oil sands investment is under its offshore China National Oil and Gas 
Exploration and Development Corp. "We are positive about CNPC's [oil 
sands] investment in Canada and see potential in the new resource," an 
official from the CNPC-Alberta Petroleum Center said. CNPC has a 
cooperation agreement in place with Canada's oil-rich Saskatchewan 
province, and subsidiary PetroChina is developing a pipeline project. 

Sinopec has acquired 40% of the Northern Lights Oil Sands Project in  
Alberta, Canada a t  cost of C g l 5 0  million. Production was expected t o  begin 
in 2009-2010 from these investments, industry players said. Meanwhile, 
work has started to  get ready to transport crude from the oil sands field t o  
China. 

ENBRIDGE, PETROCHINA TRANSPORTATION PACT 

Last year April, pipeline company Enbridge entered into a memorandum of 
understanding with PetroChina International Co, a division of CNPC, to  
cooperate on the development of  the Gateway pipeline and supply of crude 
oil from Canada to  China. 

The Gateway pipeline is expected to  move 400.000 b/d of Alberta oil sands 
production from Edmonton t o  a port on the west coast of  British Columbia, 
where it would be shipped by tanker t o  China, other Asia-Pacific markets, 
and California. Enbridge will help PetroChina to  aggregate long-term 
supplies of Canadian crude oil. 

Enbridge and PetroChina have a number of crude supply initiatives under 
development with a target of around 200,000 b/d. Enbridge has separate 
initiatives to  accumulate commitments from other potential shippers on 
Gateway to  fill the remaining capacity. 

The Gateway pipeline that Enbridge is proposing would be a new 30-inch 
diameter crude pipeline with a design capacity of 400,000 b/d. It would 
provide a new export route to  markets in the Asia-Pacific region and the US 
west coast. Enbridge is assessing two potential ports--Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert--for the deepwater marine terminal that will be needed for ships t o  
China. 

The $2.5 billion, 1,160-kilometre pipeline is scheduled t o  come on line in 
2011, Enbridge vice president Guy larvis said a t  the conference. 
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